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(57) ABSTRACT

A technique includes obtaining pressure data that was
acquired by seismic sensors towed as part of a three-dimen-
sional spread of streamers and obtaining particle motion data,
which are indicative of particle motion at locations of the
sensors. The technique includes estimating cross-line spectra
of the pressure data based at least in part on the pressure data,
and the technique includes deghosting the particle motion
data based at least in part on the estimated cross-line spectra.
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3D DEGHOSTING OF MULTICOMPONENT
OR OVER / UNDER STREAMER

RECORDINGS USING CROSS-LINE
WAVENUMBER SPECTRA OF

HYDROPHONE DATA

[0001] This application claims the benefit under 35 U.S.C.
§119(e) to U.S. Provisional Patent Application Ser. No.
60/971,189, having the same title, which was filed on Sep. 10,
2007 (Attorney Docket Number 14.0362-US-PRO) and is
hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety.

BACKGROUND

[0002] The invention generally relates to deghosting seis-
mic data.

[0003] Seismic exploration involves surveying subterra-
nean geological formations for hydrocarbon deposits. A sur-
vey typically involves deploying seismic source(s) and seis-
mic sensors at predetermined locations. The sources generate
seismic waves, which propagate into the geological forma-
tions creating pressure changes and vibrations along their
way. Changes in elastic properties of the geological formation
scatter the seismic waves, changing their direction of propa-
gation and other properties. Part of the energy emitted by the
sources reaches the seismic sensors. Some seismic sensors
are sensitive to pressure changes (hydrophones), others to
particle motion (e.g., geophones), and industrial surveys may
deploy only one type of sensors or both. In response to the
detected seismic events, the sensors generate electrical sig-
nals to produce seismic data. Analysis of the seismic data can
then indicate the presence or absence of probable locations of
hydrocarbon deposits.
[0004] Some surveys are known as "marine" surveys
because they are conducted in marine environments. How-
ever, "marine" surveys may be conducted not only in saltwa-
ter environments, but also in fresh and brackish waters. In one
type of marine survey, called a "towed-array" survey, an array
of seismic sensor-containing streamers and sources is towed
behind a survey vessel.

SUMMARY

[0005] In an embodiment of the invention, a technique
includes obtaining pressure data acquired by seismic sensors
towed as part of a three-dimensional spread of streamers and
obtaining particle motion data, which are indicative of par-
ticle motion at locations of the sensors. The technique
includes estimating cross-line spectra of the pressure data
based at least in part on the pressure data, and the technique
includes deghosting the particle motion data based at least in
part on the estimated cross-line spectra.
[0006] In another embodiment of the invention, a system
includes an interface and a processor. The interface receives
pressure data acquired by seismic sensors towed as part of a
three-dimensional spread of streamers and also receives par-
ticle motion data that is indicative of particle motion at loca-
tions of the sensors. The processor is adapted to estimate
cross-line spectra of the pressure data based at least in part on
the pressure data, and the processor is adapted to deghost the
particle motion data based at least in part on the estimated
cross-line spectra.

[0007] In yet another embodiment of the invention, an
article includes a computer accessible storage medium that
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stores instructions that when executed by a processor-based
system cause the processor-based system to obtain pressure
data and particle motion data acquired by seismic sensors
towed as part of a three-dimensional spread of streamers and
also obtain particle motion data indicative of particle motion
at locations of the sensors. The instructions when executed
cause the processor-based system to estimate cross-line spec-
tra of the pressure data based at least in part on the pressure
data. The instructions when executed also cause the proces-
sor-based system to deghost the particle motion data based at
least in part on the estimated cross-line spectra.

[0008] Advantages and other features of the invention will
become apparent from the following drawing, description
and claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

[0009] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a marine seismic
data acquisition system according to an embodiment of the
invention.

[0010] FIG. 2 is an illustration of a three-dimensional
spread of streamers according to an embodiment of the inven-
tion.

[0011] FIG. 3 is a flow diagram depicting a technique to
deghost particle motion data according to an embodiment of
the invention.

[0012] FIGS. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 depict results obtained by
applying deghosting techniques to synthesized data in accor-
dance with embodiments of the invention.

[0013] FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram of a seismic data
processing system according to an embodiment of the inven-
tion.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0014] FIG. 1 depicts an embodiment 10 of a marine seis-
mic data acquisition system in accordance with some
embodiments of the invention. In the system 10, a survey
vessel 20 tows a three-dimensional (3-D) spread 25 of seismic
streamers 30 (streamers 30a, 30b and 30c being depicted as
examples) behind the vessel 20. It is noted that the spread 25
may contain more than the three depicted streamers 30a, 30b
and 30c. However, the streamers 30a, 30b and 30c illustrate
the 3-D configuration: two streamers 30b and 30c are towedat
the same depth, and the other streamer 30a is towed at a more
shallow depth. Each seismic streamer 30 may be several
thousand meters long and may contain various support cables
(not shown), as well as wiring and/or circuitry (not shown)
that may be used to support communication along the
streamer 30.

[0015] Each seismic streamer 30 also contains seismic sen-
sors, which record seismic signals. In accordance with some
embodiments of the invention, the seismic sensors are multi-
component seismic sensors 58, each of which is capable of
detecting a pressure wavefield and at least one component of
a particle motion that is associated with acoustic signals that
are proximate to the multi-component seismic sensor 58.
Examples of particle motions include one or more compo-
nents of a particle displacement, one or more components
(in-line (x), cross-line (y) and vertical (z) components (see
axes 59, for example)) of a particle velocity and one or more
components of a particle acceleration.

[0016] Depending on the particular embodiment of the
invention, the multi-component seismic sensor 58 may
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include one or more hydrophones, geophones, particle dis-
placement sensors, particle velocity sensors, accelerometers,
or combinations thereof.

[0017] For example, in accordance with some embodi-
ments of the invention, a particular multi-component seismic
sensor 58 may include a hydrophone 55 for measuring pres-
sure and three orthogonally-aligned accelerometers 50 to
measure three corresponding orthogonal components of par-
ticle velocity and/or acceleration near the seismic sensor 58.
It is noted that the multi-component seismic sensor 58 maybe
implemented as a single device (as depicted in FIG. 1) or may
be implemented as a plurality of devices, depending on the
particular embodiment of the invention.

[0018] The marine seismic data acquisition system 10
includes one or more seismic sources 40 (one exemplary
source 40 being depicted in FIG. 1), such as air guns and the
like. In some embodiments of the invention, the seismic
sources 40 may be coupled to, or towed by, the survey vessel
20. Alternatively, in other embodiments of the invention, the
seismic sources 40 may operate independently of the survey
vessel 20, in that the sources 40 may be coupled to other
vessels or buoys, as just a few examples.

[0019] As the seismic streamers 30 are towed behind the
survey vessel 20, acoustic signals 42 (an exemplary acoustic
signal 42 being depicted in FIG. 1), often referred to as
"shots" are produced by the seismic sources 40 and are
directed down through a water column 44 into strata 62 and 68
beneath a water bottom surface 24. The acoustic signals 42
are reflected from the various subterranean geological forma-
tions, such as an exemplary formation 65 that is depicted in
FIG. 1.

[0020] The incident acoustic signals 42 that are acquired by
the sources 40 produce corresponding reflected acoustic sig-
nals, or pressure waves 60, which are sensed by the multi-
component seismic sensors 58. It is noted that the pressure
waves that are received and sensed by the multi-component
seismic sensors 58 include "up going" pressure waves that
propagate to the sensors 58 without reflection, as well as
"down going" pressure waves that are producedby reflections
of the pressure waves 60 from an air-water boundary 31.

[0021] The multi-component seismic sensors 58 generate
signals (digital signals, for example), called "traces," which
indicate the acquired measurements of the pressure wavefield
and particle motion. The traces are recorded and may be at
least partially processed by a signal processing unit 23 that is
deployed on the survey vessel 20, in accordance with some
embodiments of the invention. For example, a particular
multi-component seismic sensor 58 may provide a trace,
which corresponds to a measure of a pressure wavefield by its
hydrophone 55; and the sensor 58 may provide one or more
traces that correspond to one or more components of particle
motion, which are measured by its accelerometers 50.

[0022] The goal of the seismic acquisition is to buildup an
image of a survey area for purposes of identifying subterra-
nean geological formations, such as the exemplary geological
formation 65. Subsequent analysis of the representation may
reveal probable locations of hydrocarbon deposits in subter-
ranean geological formations. Depending on the particular
embodiment of the invention, portions of the analysis of the
representation may be performed on the seismic survey vessel
20, such as by the signal processing unit 23. In accordance
with other embodiments of the invention, the representation
may be processed by a seismic data processing system (such
as an exemplary seismic data processing system 320 that is
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depicted in FIG. 10 and is further described below) that may
be, for example, located on land or on the vessel 20. Thus,
many variations are possible and are within the scope of the

appended claims.

[0023] The down going pressure waves create an interfer-
ence known as "ghost" in the art. Depending on the incidence

angle of the up going wavefield and the depth of the streamer
30, the interference between the up going and down going
wavefields creates nulls, or notches, in the recorded spectrum.
These notches may reduce the useful bandwidth of the spec-
trum and may limit the possibility of towing the streamers 30
in relatively deep water (water greater than 20 meters (m), for
example).

[0024] The technique of decomposing the recorded wave-
field into up and down going components is often referred to
as wavefield separation, or "deghosting" The particle motion
data set that is provided by the multi-component seismic
sensors 58 allows the recovery of "ghost" free data, which
means data indicative of the upgoing wavefield.

[0025] In addition to providing the ability to remove sur-
face ghosts, the multi-component data also permits the inter-
polation of the pressure data in the cross-line direction (i.e.,
along they axis) by using the fact that the cross-line compo-
nent of the particle velocity (called "Vy") is proportional to
the cross-line gradient of the pressure (P). Exemplary tech-
niques of using multi-component seismic data for purposes of
cross-line interpolation are described in PCT Publication No.
WO 2005/114258 Al entitled, "INTERPOLATION AND
EXTRAPOLATION METHOD FOR SEISMIC RECORD-
INGS," which was published on Dec. 1, 2005.

[0026] Conventional deghosting solutions typically ignore
three-dimensional (3-D) effects. More specifically, the seis-
mic data set is assumed to be acquired with a shot in-line with
the streamer or is pre-processed to satisfy this criterion. In
reality, however, the 3-D effects may be significant due to
such factors as the 3-D acquisition geometry; significant
cross-line variation in the earth's sub-surface; a rough sea
surface that is not corrugated but varies in the cross-line
direction: or noise or seismic interference that arrives in the
cross-line direction.

[0027] Techniques are described herein, which use sensor
data acquired by a 3-D spread of streamers andwhich account
for the 3-D effects. These techniques process particle motion
data, which is either directly acquired by the 3-D spread of
streamers or estimated from acquired pressure data, as further
described below. The particle motion data are assumed below
to be data indicative of the three components of the particle
velocity vector: an in-line component (herein called "V,") -1 a
cross-line component (called "Vy"); and a vertical component
(called "Vz"). As depicted by the axes 59 of FIG. 1, the z, or
vertical, direction points in an upward direction toward the
sea surface; the x, or in-line, direction is in line with the
streamer 30; and they, or cross-line direction, is orthogonal to
and located in the same plane as the x axis. It is noted that the
deghosting techniques that are disclosed herein may be used
with other types of particle motion data, such as accelerom-
eter data (as an example), in accordance with other embodi-
ments of the invention, as many variations are contemplated
and are within the scope of the appended claims.

[0028] The 3-D deghosting techniques that are described
herein deghost the vertical component of the particle velocity
(i.e., "Vz") at the locations of the multi-component or over/
under streamers, which record at least the pressure (called
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"P") and the vertical component of the particle velocity
("Vz") but also may record the cross-line component of the
particle velocity ("Vy").

[0029] In general, the deghosting of wavefield decomposi-
tion, into up and down going constituents may be achievedby
solving the following equation:

Vz (f, kx, kv) = Vz(f, k_ kv) + q(f, k=, ky)
2p P(f, k"

Eq. 1

where "kx" represents the in-line wavenumber; "ky" repre-
sents the cross-line wavenumber; "f" represents frequency;
'(,1,1)" represents the recorded or estimated vertical
component of the particle velocity in the frequency-wave-
number domain; "P(f,kky)" represents the recorded pres-
sure; "p" represents the density in the recording medium; and
"VvU(f,lcx,ky)" represents the desired up-going component of
the vertical particle velocity (the deghosted data). Also, in Eq.
1, the term "q(f,kx,ky)" is an unsigned vertical slowness
expression, which represents a filtering factor that is applied
to the recorded pressure P(f,kx,ky). The q(f,kz,1 ,) filtering
factor is described as follows:

q(fk ,k,,)-^( fiC)2-x 2-ky'12jtf, Eq. 2

where "c" represents the velocity of the recording medium.

[0030] Eq. 1 may be alternatively expressed in the (t,x,y)
domain as follows:

V°(t.xi,Yj)=

I q(f, kz, ky)
ZV'(t, xi, Yi) + IFT

2p
P(f, kx, ky)l (t,

Eq. 3

Yj)

where "IFT[ ... ](t,x,,y/)" denotes Inverse Fourier Transform
over frequency; "kx" and "lcy" are evaluated at time t; "xi"
represents the discrete inline coordinate; and "yi" represents
the discrete crossline coordinate Y,. Note that in deriving Eq.
3, the linearity property of the Fourier transform is used. Also,
the IFT on the right hand side of Eq. 3 may be evaluated it at
any desired output location. This means that the IFT may be
evaluated at those locations at which the vertical component
of particle velocity has been sampled. Typically, as explained
below, the vertical component is sampled densely along 1D
inlines, but not in the crossline direction. Thus, Eq. 3 shows
that the available Vz measurements, however few and how-
ever limited in their sampling, can be correctly deghosted
provided the pressure measurements are sufficiently densely
sampled in 3D. This is explained in more detail below.

[0031] Because the terms on the right-hand side of Eq. 1
typically are not available with the same crossline bandwidth,
an inverse Fourier transform of the 3-D filtered pressure P
data to the (t,x,y) domain to the two dimensional (2-D) set of
points where Vz is measured may be made.

[0032] In the following, 3-D sampling of a wavefield and
3D deghosting of a wavefield is distinguished. A 3-D-
sampled wavefield means a set of measurements of a primary
wavefield quantity (e.g., pressure or a component of the par-
ticle velocity vector) that is sampled in time and that substan-
tially samples a plane (here taken to be the horizontal). Alter-
natively, a 3-D-sampled wavefield means a set of
measurements of a primary wavefield quantity that is sampled
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in time, together with a first- and/or higher-order spatial
derivative of that quantity, sampled in time, in two non-par-
allel directions (here taken to be the horizontal). Finally, a

3D-sampled wavefield means a set of measurements of a
primary wavefield quantity that is sampled in time and that

substantially samples a line in one direction (e.g., the inline
direction), together with a first- and/or higher-order spatial
derivative of that quantity in a perpendicular (non-parallel)

direction (e.g., the crossline direction). As described in the
following, first- and/or higher-order spatial derivatives of a
primary wavefield quantity constitute information about the

spatial dependence of that primary wavefield quantity or
equivalently its (horizontal) wavenumber spectrum and can,

e.g., through interpolation, extrapolation or a matching pur-
suit approach to some degree replace the need or alleviate the
requirements for additional sampling away from that primary

wavefield quantity in the direction of the spatial derivative.

[0033] Three-dimensional sampling of a wavefield is to be

constrastedwith 3-D deghosting of a wave field. 3D-deghost-
ing of a wavefield means correctly taking into account all
directional dependence of the wavefield in the deghosting
process. Thus, it implies a sufficiently accurate performance
of the deghosting process regardless of the direction the
waves are scattered from. Mathematically, 3D-deghosting
means that the quantities to which all spatial filtering depend-
ing on two (horizontal) directions is applied are 3D-sampled.
Note that this does not imply that the quantity to be deghosted
is 3D-sampled. For example in Eq. 1, spatial filtering (with q)
is done only on the pressure recording. This means that to
3D-deghost Vz, only the pressure has to be 3D-sampled in
accordance with the two definitions above. Thus, in principle,
we could 3D-deghost a single isolated Vz sensor, provided it
is flanked by 3D-sampled pressure measurements to which all
spatial filtering is applied.

[0034] Based on Eq. 1, if the frequency and wavenumber
spectrum of the pressure data P in the horizontal plane that
contains the 3-D seismic spread of streamers is known, then
the recorded component VV(f,ky,ky) of the particle velocity
maybe deghosted. The deghosting of the Vz(f,kx,ky) compo-
nent may follow a technique 90 that is depicted in FIG. 3.
Pursuant to block 94 of the technique 90, the pressure data is
acquired by the 3-D spread of streamers, and the V. data are
obtained (either estimated from the pressure data or directly
acquired from particle motion sensors of the 3-D spread of
streamers). Additionally, the cross-line particle velocity data
Vy may be obtained, pursuant to block 98. The cross-line
particle velocity data Vy may be directly acquired by particle
motion sensors of the 3-D spread of streamers or may be
estimated, as further described below. The pressure data and
possibly the Vy data are processed to estimate the cross-line
wavenumber spectra (block 102), a spectra that includes the
cross-line wavenumber Icy and interpolated pressures P
between seismic sensor locations. Based at least inpart on the
estimated cross-line wavenumber spectra, the deghosted Vz'
is generated, pursuant to block 106.

[0035] More specifically, the determination of the cross-
line spectra yields the cross-line wavenumber ky, which is
used in conjunction with the determined in-line wavenumber
kx and the frequency f (both of which may be determined as
known to those skilled in the art) to derive the q(f,kx,ky)
filtering factor that is described in Eq. 2. Once the q(f,kky)
filtering factor is known, the deghosted vertical component
velocity data V,' may then be determined pursuant to Eq. 1.
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[0036] A significant advantage of the technique 90 is that
the upgoing Vz data are deghosted in a truly 3-D sense, while
the actual Vz, Vy and P measurements are not true 3-D mea-
surements.

[0037] This advantage maybe better understood by consid-
ering the following. All the required spatial filtering (i.e.,
filters involving terms that are a function of kx, ky, and/or kz)
is done on the 3-D pressure data (e.g., obtained by interpola-
tion) only. The total Vz (i.e., the measured or derived quan-
tity) is determined via a simple sum in the (f,kx,ky) domain-
formulation of Vz deghosting/decomposition. As the Fourier
transform is a linear operation, this summation may be per-
formed in the (t,x,y)-domain just as well as in the (f,kx,ky)-
domain. The additional 2-D Vy measurement provides the
information about the crossline wavenumber spectrum of the
pressure P data, requiring the pressure to be measured at
additional locations in between the conventional streamers
(i.e., via more densely spaced pressure). Thus, to obtain the
equivalent of a truly 3-D sampled pressure, an additional
sensor. 2-D Vy measurement may be made instead.

[0038] Because the derived Vz measurements do not need
to be transformed into the (f,kx,ky)-domain, Vz (or the pres-
sure used to derive Vz) does not need to be measured in a truly
3-D sense. Instead, the spatially filtered 3-D pressure (e.g.,
obtained by interpolation) data are inverse Fourier trans-
formed back to the (t,x,y)-domain before adding the trans-
formed data to the total Vz (in the t,x,y-domain) at the mea-
surement locations. It quite challenging to truly obtain a 3-D
sampling of the pressure. It is generally risky to tow the
streamers closer than, about (for example) 50 in. Seismic
streamers are essentially very good one dimensional (1-D)
antennas (2-D if the temporal dimension is considered) but
generally poor antennas in the crossline direction. By adding
the I -D Vy antenna, vital information is obtained about the
crossline wavenumber spectrum of the pressure, without hav-
ing to tow the streamers more densely.

[0039] It has been discovered that it is challenging to obtain
the crossline derivative of the vertical component of particle
motion (e.g., dVz/dy). This (or any measurement propor-
tional to it) is a fundamental missing quantity. dVz/dy would
be to Vz what Vy is to P. That is, dVz/dy provides vital extra
information about the crossline wavenumber spectrum ofVz.
Thus, dVz/dy allows aVz estimate to be obtained with higher
crossline bandwidth and therefore approach a more truly 3-D
estimate, without actually towing streamers more densely in
the water. The reason why this quantity is desirable is because
to 3-D deghost the pressure, the vertical component is 3-D
filtered before adding it to the total pressure. There is no way
around this other than to tow streamers more closely spaced in
the water or build streamers with a high diameter and make a
differential Vz measurement to approximate dVz/dy. Such
cables with high diameter may be impractical, and such dif-
ferential measurements may be susceptible to noise.

[0040] The techniques that are described herein circumvent
this problem by making Vz the fundamental quantity to deg-
host. To deghost Vz, the pressure P data is filtered, which Vy
gives the much desired extra information on the crossline
spectra of P. Thus, the crossline spectra allows for truly 3-D
filtered P data and hence, truly 3-D upgoing Vz data, without
towing the streamers more densely in the water.

[0041] In this context, it is also noted that knowledge of
truly upgoing 3-D Vz data at some 2-D locations is not
equivalent to knowledge of truly 3-D pressure data Pat some
2-D locations. Even though for one-way wavefields, the ver-
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tical component and the pressure are related by a theoretically
simple filtering operation with the vertical wavenumber, kz,
the vertical wavenumber is a function of the crossline wave-

number ky. Thus, this 3-D kz filter cannot be applied to
upgoing 3-DVz available at some 2-D locations to obtain 3-D
Pat those 2-D locations. Vice-versa, even if it were possible to
be able to obtain a truly 3D upgoing P (which one cannot for
the reasons outlined above) at 2-D locations, a truly 3-D
upgoing Vz at those 2-D locations still cannot be obtained as
this requires, again, filtering with a 3-D kz filter.

[0042] Many different 3-D streamer configurations maybe
used in accordance with the various embodiments of the
invention. A "3-D spread of streamers" in the context of this
application refers to a configuration in which all of the
streamers do not fall in the same plane (ignoring non-ideal
effects, which may cause the streamers to be slanted or oth-
erwise not be aligned as intended during towing). Thus, the
3-D spread of streamers contains at least three streamers, and
the streamers are not all towed at the same depth or in an
over/under configuration in which the streamers are directly
over/under each other.

[0043] As examples, there are at least five 3-D streamer
spreads that may benefit from the deghosting techniques that
are described herein. The first streamer configuration
includes a 3-D spread of multi-component streamers, which
contain pressure and particle motion sensors (i.e., multi-com-
ponent sensors) to record the pressure P and the vertical (Vz)
and cross-line (V,) data. Another configuration is a three-
dimensional spread of multi-component streamers in which
the pressure P and V. are recorded. In yet another variation, a
3-D streamer spread includes over/under streamers, which
record the pressure P data and in which the vertical compo-
nent (VV) of the particle velocity is estimated at each over/
under pair.

[0044] FIG. 2 depicts a 3-D spread 80 of streamers in which
all of the streamers 30 except for an over/under pair 81 of the
streamers 30 are towed at the same depth. For this configu-
ration, the vertical component (Vi) of the particle velocity
may be estimated at the location of the over/under pair 81.

[0045] As yet another variation, in accordance with some
embodiments of the invention, the streamers may be arranged
in a 3-D spread of "triplet" over/under streamers (i.e., each
triplet containing three streamers directly over/under each
other), with each "triplet" recording pressure P data. For this
configuration, the vertical component (Vi) as well as the
cross-line component (Vy) may be estimated at each over/
under triplet.

[0046] Other 3-D streamer spreads are contemplated and
are within the scope of the appended claims.

[0047] The cross-line wavenumber spectra of the pressure
P data may be estimated using exemplary iterative and non-
iterative techniques that are described below. It is noted,
however, that other techniques may be used to estimate the
cross-line wavenumber spectra of the pressure P data, in
accordance with other embodiments of the invention.

[0048] The iterative technique, first described below, inter-
polates the pressure P data between sensor positions in the
cross-line direction and also provides estimates of the cross-
line wavenumber spectrum. If the V y data are available, then
the pressure data may be interpolated on a finer cross-line
grid. To generalize, the following discusses the cross-line
interpolation of a function called "fi(x)" (which is the pressure
wavefield for the specific application disclosed herein). In
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general, the function f (x) may be represented by a sum of J
sinusoids with amplitudes A1, wavenumbers kj and phases
as follows:

f(x) = Ajcos(2nk

j=1

+ Oj).
Eq. 4

[0049] To identify the parameters of the sinusoids, an algo-
rithm called the "Matching Pursuit" algorithm may be used.
The Matching Pursuit algorithm is generally disclosed in
Mallat, S. G. and Zhang Z., 1993, Matching Pursuits With
Time-Frequency Dictionaries, IEEE Trans. On Signal Pro-
cessing, 41, 3397-3415. This is an iterative algorithm, which
is used to expand a signal in terms of a linear combination of
a set of waveforms. The set of waveforms used in the repre-
sentation form a redundant dictionary. In other words, there
are more terms in the dictionary than needed for an adequate
representation. According to this model of the seismic data,
the dictionary in this study consists of a set of sinusoids. The
frequencies, amplitudes and phases of sinusoids are to be
determined iteratively by using the Matching Pursuit algo-
rithm. At every iteration a new sinusoid is added to the model
and then the modeling error waveform, i.e., the residual, is
obtained. The parameters of the sinusoid added to the model
are found by optimization by minimizing the energy of the
residual. Thus, if P-1 components are determined previously,
the representation of the seismic data with only P-1 sinusoids
may be described as follows:

P-1

fP1(x) _ > Ajcos(2)Tkjx+Oj).

Eq. 5

[0050] The residual in the approximation maybe described
as follows:

P1

rP-1 (x)= f(x)-Y, Ajcos(2)Tkjx+Oj).

j=1

Eq. 6

[0051] If a new expression A, cos(2pkkx+f,) is added to
the model, then the residual becomes the following:

rP 1(x)=rP 1(x)-A cos(2akx+^P). Eq. 7

[0052] Parameters of the new expression maybe found by

minimizing the energy of the residual on irregular offset

locations as described below:

L

(AP, kp, 0a) = argmin Y IrP-1(x) - Apcos(2nkpx +0p)h•
Ap,kp,Vp Y_1

Eq. 8

[0053] If the new model is expressed as:

AP cos(2nkPxk+$P)=aP cos(2atkj xk)+bP sin(2nkj ck), Eq. 9

where ap and EP are defined by

AP (3P2+3P2)1;2 *P -tan 1(3P), Eq. 10

then the cost function becomes linear in ap and lip:

(ap, bp, kp) =

L

arg min IrP 1(xk)-apcos(2nkxk)-bpsin(2nkpxk)12.
AP,kP.9 k=1

Eq. 11

[0054] Hence, sinusoid parameters ap and lip which mini-
mizes the above expression can be solved in terms of the
wavenumber k, as follows:

ap(kp)

bp(kP)
= D1' (kp)dp(k p),

Eq. 12

where the 2-by-2 matrix D,(kp) and 2-by-1 vector dd(kk) are
defined in terms of the wavenumber kP as follows:

L

Dp(kp) =

and

dp(kp) =

cos2(2nrkxk) ) ^ sin(4)rkpxk)/2

sin(4nk

L

L

2 Y sin2(2rrk

Y, rP1(xk)cos(2)rkpxk)

k-1

L

rP-1 (xk)sin(2)rkpxk)

Eq. 13

Eq. 14

[0055] Once the optimal value of aP and EP are substituted
into Eq. 10, the optimization problems simplifies to the fol-
lowing:

L
kp = argmin ^ rP-1(xk)I - gv(kP)^1(kP)gP(kP) ,

P k=1

Eq. 15

which can be alternatively posed as a maximization problem:

kp = argminlgP(kP)G-p1(kP)gP(kP)}.
rtp

Eq. 16

[0056] It can be shown that the objective function (Y T(
kP)GP 1(kP)g,(kP) is the same as the Lomb spectrum, which
is widely used especially in astronomy to compute the spec-
trum of non-uniformly sampled time-series. Thus, the wave-
number k, is estimated by computing the Lomb spectrum and
choosing the wavenumber corresponding to the largest peak.

[0057] Since the Lomb spectrum provides a fairly good
estimate of the dominant peak locations, it is conceivable to
estimate several dominant wavenumbers by Eq. 16 and use
these dominant wavenumbers to identify parameters of sev-
eral sinusoidal components by using Eq. 12. As several sinu-
soidal components would be identified at each iteration, the
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convergence rate of the algorithm would be significantly
improved with negligible increase in the computational com-
plexity. The same wavenumber can be identified as a domi-
nant peak at later iterations; therefore any error introduced by
this type of an approach can be corrected at later stages.

[0058] For purposes of interpolating the gradient data, the
gradient may be described as follows:

f'(x)=-) AJ27rkjsin(2irkjx+02).
Eq. 17

[0059] Because there are two sets of measurements, it is
conceivable to determine the model parameters by minimiz-
ing a mixture of fit errors to both sets of measurements. For
instance, if the parameters of the sinusoids up to order P-1 are
determined, then the parameters ofthe sinusoid oforder P can
be determined by minimizing a weighted sum of the residual
energies for data and gradient as described below:

(Ap, kp, Op) =

L

arg nun I Grp-1(xk)- Apcos(2)Tkp
1p,kpSp k=1

+0p)12+

L

AY, I(rP 1)'(xk)+Ap2nkpsin(2nkpxk +0p)12 .

k=1

Eq. 18

where ` AP cos(2pkpxk+P)" is the new model term,
(x)" is the gradient of the residual given in Eq. 16 and 1 is
weighting parameter which also accounts for difference of
units between data and gradient measurements. If the new
model term is expressed as shown in Eq. 9, then the model
parameters ii and F. are obtained as follows:

op(k) -1

bp (kp)
=(Dp(kp)+AGp(kp)) (dp(kp)+ASp(kp)),

Eq. 19

where DP(kP), d (kP) are given in Eqs. 13 and 14, and GP(
kp),gp(kp) are defined in terms of the wavenumber kp as
follows:

Gp(kp) =

L L

472k2y sin2(2nkpxk) -2n2Fy sin(4)Tkpxk)

k-

L

k=1

L

2n2k2^ sin(4irkpxk)/2 4n2k2y, cos2(2)rk

k=1 k=1

gp(kp)

k'pY, (r"' ) (xk)cos(2rkpxk)

2n2k2pY. rP 1(xk)sin(2 rk

k=1

L

k=

Eq. 20

Eq. 21
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problem in Eq. 17 can be transformed into a 1-Dimensional

maximization problem as described below:

kp = argmax{(dp(kp) +Agp(kp))T
kP

Eq.

(Dp(kp)+AGp(kp)) 1(dp(kp)+hgp(kp))

[0061] This problem is non-linear in k, Therefore, the

wavenumber domain may be searched to find the optimal kP.

Note that computation of the objective function given in Eq.

21 has the same order of complexity as that for non-uniform

Fourier transform.

[0062] As an alternative, the non-iterative technique may

be used to determine the cross-line spectra of P. The non-

iterative technique, which is set forth below, uses a linear

system equation that is solved for the cross-line spectra.

[0063] Suppose that seismic data are bandlimited to ci and
approximately space-limited to the offsets [0,)L-1)6] and L

samples of signal f(xk) and its gradient f (xk) are measured on

nonuniformly spaced offsets xk. The objective is to compute
the values of the signal and its gradient at regularly spaced
offsets ym=m/a. For this case, a multichannel sampling theo-

rem maybe written as follows:

f(xk)=

L/2-

1f(2rn/cr)+(xk-)2m/ r)f'(2mlc)}xsinc2(crxk/2-m),
=o

k=1, ... ,L

Eq. 23

[0064] Since there are L equations and L unknowns, the
data and gradient samples on uniform offsets can be solved in
terms of the data samples on non-uniform offsets. However,

to make use of the gradient measurements, a new set of

equations is set forth below, which relates the gradient values
at irregular offsets to signal and gradient values at regular

offsets. This new set of equations may be obtained by term-

by-term differentiation of Eq. 23, which yields the following
expression:

L/2-
sinc(rxk - 2m) - since (rxk / 2 -

Eq. 24

f'(xk)= ) 2 f(2m/o)x[
- l lg-

k=1,... ,L

sinc(o xk - 2m) - sinc2(o xk / 2 - m)] f' (2m/ o),

[0065] By using the matrix notation, these two sets of equa-
tions may be written as follows:

Sli S1

h] L S22 S22 j[ g j o h- G$,

Eq. 25

[0060] Thus, substituting aP and 1f into Eq. 17 and simpli-
fying theresulting equation, the 3-Dimensional minimization
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where the entries of the L-by-L/2 submatrices S11, S12, S21 [0069] By using the matrix notation, Eqs. 35 and 36 maybe
and S22 are given as follows: written as follows:

Sl1(k, m) = sinc2 (0xk 12-in);

S12(k, m) = (xk - 2m/o)sinc2(oxk /2-

sinc(oxk - 2m) - sinc2 (oxk /2 - m)
k 2S

Eq. 26

Eq. 27

Eq. 28
h

[h,

th

[S22 S22J

t f ti

Eq. 38

^g,^n Gg,

h L/2 b L/2 b t 5i 5 S,m)=zl(
xk-2m/cr

and

S22(k, m) = 2sinc(oxk - 2m) - Sinc2(oxk /2 - in); q. 29

w ere e en es o e - y- su ma cesr r 11, 12, 21
and g22 are given as follows:

Sll (k, m) = sit c2(oxk - Eq. 39

for 1^_-k^_-L, O^_-m^L/2-1. S12(k, m) = (xk -m/ a)sinc2(axk - Eq. 40

[0066] The entries of L-dimensional vectors h, h', g and g'
i 2 i 22 Eq. 41

are iven as follows:
s nc( cx, - m) - s nc (c-xk -m)

S (k )=2g ,mzl xk-2m/o

g(m)=f (2m/a), Eq. 30
S k 2 i 2 i 2 Eq 42

g'(m)=f'(2m/o), Eq. 31

22( , m) = s nc(oxk - m) - s nc (0xk - m); .

h(xk)=f(xk), Eq. 32 for 1 ^_-k^_-L, O^_-m!^Z/2-1.
[0070] The entries of L/2-dimensional vectors h, h', g and

h'(xk)=f'(xk) Eq. 33 are given as follows:

for 1-_^k_L, O-mL/2-1.
[0067] Since the dimension of G is 2L-by-L, the equations
above set forth an over-determined linear system of equa-
tions. Thus, Eq. 25 may be solved for data and gradient
samples at uniformly spaced offsets by using a regularized
least squares inversion:

g=(TWIG+W2)-lGTWIT, Eq. 34

where "W2" may be usually chosen as a small multiple of

identity matrix, i.e., W2=e2I, and Wl is chosen as a diagonal

matrix. Once the regular samples with 2m/a spacing are

computed, the multichannel sampling theorem that is set forth

below may be used to compute data samples at any arbitrary

location, as described below:

f(x) = >{f(2m/cr)+(x-2m/o)f'(2m/cr))sinc`(ox/2-m).
Eq. 35
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Eq. 43

Eq. 44

Eq. 45

Eq. 46

[0071] Because there are L equations and L unknowns, the
system of equations set forth above may be solved for seismic
data and gradient samples at uniformly spaced locations. In
cases where the system of equations is not well conditioned,
a regularized inversion may be performed as set forth below:

9=(G-71V1G+W2)-1G1_Wlh, Eq. 47

where W2 is usually chosen as a small multiple of identity
matrix, i.e., W2-E 2I; and W1 is chosen as a diagonal matrix.
Once the regular samples with m/6 spacing are computed, the
multichannel sampling theorem set forth in Eqs. 36 and 37
may be used to compute data samples at any arbitrary loca-
tion.
[0072] To demonstrate the effectiveness of the 3-D deg-
hosting techniques that are set forth herein, an experiment
was simulated using a 3D spread of multicomponent stream-
ers, recording P, Vz and Vy data. For this simulation, the
maximum cross-line offset is 350 m, and the spacing between
streamers is 50 m. The depth of the streamers is 15 m. The
synthetics contain both, upgoing and down going events.

[0073] The multicomponent interpolation applied the itera-
tive data regularization technique that is described above to
pressure P and Vy data. The technique produced a 3-D real-
ization of the pressure P data on a finer cross-line grid, char-
acterized by 12.5 m spacing.

[0074] Eqs. 1 and 2 were then applied in order to obtain the
desired 3-D separated upgoing and down going Vz data.

[0075] FIGS. 4, 5 and 6 depict the results of the simulation.
More specifically, FIG. 4 depicts the total V. wavefield, FIG.
5 depicts the estimated upgoing V. wavefield (i.e., the deg-
hosted data). FIG. 6 depicts the down going V. wavefield,
which is estimated as the difference between the total and the
upgoing V. estimate.

[0068] If seismic data are aliased up to twice the Nyquist
wavenumber, i.e., 26, regularization of seismic data is still
possible due to the availability of the gradient measurements.
In this case, the multichannel sampling theorem for seismic
data and gradient may be expressed as follows:

f(xk) _
L/2-1

{f(m/^)+(xk- n/^)f'(m/^)}snc2(c-xk/2-

Eq. 36

and

f'(xk) =

2sinc(2ffxk - 2m) - sinc2(oxk - m)] f' (m / o),

k=1,...,L/2

Eq. 37
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[0076] Another experiment was conducted using the same
configuration as the first example set forth above, but the
synthetics (P,Vy,Vz) were characterized by only upgoing
events (i.e., an absorption free surface).
[0077] In this case, the ideal result should bean upgoing Vz
estimate that is the same as the upgoing Vz synthetics. Once
again, multi-channel interpolation of P was performed, using
P and Vy as input, to obtain a 3-D pressure wavefield. Eqs. I
and 2 were applied to estimate the upgoing Vz from the
pressure.
[0078] FIGS. 7, 8 and 9 depicts the results of the second
experiment. In particular, FIG. 7 depicts an ideal upgoing V.
wavefield 150. FIG. 8 depicts the upgoing V. wavefield 160,
which is estimated through application of the techniques that
are described herein. FIG. 9 depicts the downgoing Vz wave-
field estimated as the difference between the total wavefield
and the upgoing estimate. It is noted that the wavefield 170
should be zero, and as depicted in FIG. 9, the residual results
are satisfactorily low.
[0079] Three-dimensional deghosted data have a number
of applications in time-lapse seismic monitoring and complex
imaging. One application of particular interest is multiple
removal, as described in UK Patent Application No. GB
2406645, entitled "PROCESSING SEISMIC DATA," which
was filed on May 27, 2003, and which published on Apr. 6,
2005.
[0080] Described below is an exemplary application of 3-D
deghosted data for purposes of removing multiples. It is
assumed that the data have been recorded in two surveys
repeating source and receiver locations, and it is assumed that
the two surveys took place in two different tidal or sea states.
It is further noted that the receiver positions for the two
surveys are at an identical vertical distance withrespect to the
seafloor and not the sea surface. It is also assumed that the
data have been 3-D deghosted on the receiver side (using the
techniques that are disclosed herein) and that differences in
source signatures or propagation on the source side (includ-
ing static source shifts and ghost reflections) have been
accounted for properly. Surface-related multiples interact
with the sea-surface more than once, and this interaction is
different and predictable in the two repeat surveys.
[0081] It is also assumed that the direct wave has been
removed. The equations may be modified to account for cases
where the direct wave is present. The up/down separated (3-D
deghosted) data on the receiver side from survey i (i=1,2) may
be written as follows:

U=P+M, and Eq. 48

D;=G,P+Gp11, Eq. 49

where "U," represents the up-going wavefield, "D," repre-
sents the down going wavefield, "P" represents the primaries,
"Mi" represents the first-order surface-related multiples and
"G," represents the surface-related ghost relative to the
receiver array. By subtracting the up/down separated data
from the two surveys the following expression is obtained:

U1-U2=M1-M2. Eq. 50

[0082] The first-order surface-related multiples have suf-
fered one additional ghost reflection, as described below:

O=G2M1-G1M2,

[0083] The down-going wavefield may be predicted from
the up-going wavefield as follows:

Dl-G,U,, and Eq. 52

D2=GZU2. Eq. 53
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[0084] Equations 50-53 yield an expression for the first-
order surface-related multiples in the first survey, as described
below:

U2D1(01 - )2)

D71 = U2D1 - U1D2

Eq. 54

[0085] The result from applying Eq. 53 to the recorded data
may then be adaptively subtracted from the recorded data in

the first survey to yield a data set without first-order surface-
related multiples (Eqs. 47 and 48).

[0086] The acquisition geometry depicted in FIG. 2 maybe
particularly suitable for multiple removal for a 2-D seismic

line. It consists of a spread of ordinary streamers towed
densely together (perhaps a cross-line separation of 25 to 30

m, for example) at a depth D that can be somewhat arbitrary
chosen (e.g., D=25 m). In the middle (or at a different posi-
tion) of the spread, the over/under pair 81 (see FIG. 2) where

the vertical separation Az is chosen so that Vz may be esti-

mated using CDF techniques, as further described in UK
Patent Application No. GB 2406645. Az can typically be 5 to

7 m.

[0087] Referring to FIG. 10, in accordance with some
embodiments of the invention, a seismic data processing sys-
tem 320 may perform at least part of the techniques that are
disclosed herein for purposes of deghosting particle motion
data, and the system 320 may be used to perform at least part
of the techniques that are described herein for multiple
removal. In accordance with some embodiments of the inven-
tion, the system 320 may include a processor 350, such as one
or more microprocessors and/or microcontrollers. The pro-
cessor 350 may be located on a streamer 30 (FIG. 1), located
on the vessel 20 or located at a land-based processing facility
(as examples), depending on the particular embodiment of the
invention.

[0088] The processor 350 may be coupled to a communi-
cation interface 360 for purposes of receiving seismic data
that corresponds to pressure and particle motion measure-
ments. Thus, in accordance with embodiments of the inven-
tion described herein, the processor 350, when executing
instructions stored in a memory of the seismic data process-
ing system 320, may receive multi-component data that is
acquired by multi-component seismic sensors while in tow. It
is noted that, depending on the particular embodiment of the
invention, the multi-component data may be data that is
directly received from the multi-component seismic sensor as
the data is being acquired (for the case in which the processor
350 is part of the survey system, such as part of the vessel or
streamer) or may be multi-component data that was previ-
ously acquired by the seismic sensors while in tow and stored
and communicated to the processor 350, which may be in a
land-based facility, for example.

[0089] As examples, the interface 360 maybe a USB serial
bus interface, a network interface, a removable media (such as
a flash card, CD-ROM, etc.) interface or a magnetic storage
interface (IDE or SCSI interfaces, as examples). Thus, the
interface 360 may take on numerous forms, depending on the
particular embodiment of the invention.

[0090] In accordance with some embodiments of the inven-
tion, the interface 360 maybe coupled to a memory 340 of the
seismic data processing system 320 and may store, for

Eq. 51
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example, various data sets involved with the techniques 90,
100 and/or 150, as indicated by reference numeral 348. The
memory 340 may store program instructions 344, which
when executed by the processor 350, may cause the processor
350 to perform one or more of the techniques that are dis-
closed herein, such as the technique 90 (as an example), as
indicated by reference numeral 348 and display results
obtained via the technique(s) on a display (not shown in FIG.
10) of the system 320, in accordance with some embodiments
of the invention.
[0091] As can be appreciated by one of skill in the art,
estimating the cross-line wavenumber spectrum is implicit in
the presented crossline interpolation/regularization algo-
rithms and for the purposes of the techniques that are
described herein, the estimation of the cross-line wavenum-
ber spectrum should be understood as equivalent to cross-line
interpolation/regularization. Thus, in an alternative embodi-
ment, the pressure data may be interpolated to a denser set of
measurements in the crossline direction using said interpola-
tion algorithms (thereby implicitly estimating the crossline
wavenumber spectrum), and filtered (e.g., in the f,x,y-do-
main) using an approximation of the filter q/(2 *rho) (see Eqs.
1, 2 and 3) that is spatially compact in the cross-line direction,
before adding the filtered output to Vz at the locations where
Vz has been obtained to produce the 3D deghosted output.
Alternatively, the crossline wavenumber spectrum may be
estimated more explicitly using the described methods,
inverse fourier transformed to a denser/more regular set of
measurements and filtered (e.g., in the f,x,y-domain) using an
approximation of the filter q/(2*rho) (see Eqs. 1, 2 and 3) that
is spatially compact in the cross-line direction, before adding
the filtered output to Vz at the locations where Vz has been
obtained to produce the 3D deghosted output. Thus, many
different embodiments of the invention are contemplated and
are within the scope of the appended claims.
[0092] While the present invention has been described with
respect to a limited number of embodiments, those skilled in
the art, having the benefit of this disclosure, will appreciate
numerous modifications and variations therefrom. It is
intended that the appended claims cover all such modifica-
tions and variations as fall within the true spirit and scope of
this present invention.

What is claimed is:
1. A method comprising:
obtaining pressure data acquired by seismic sensors towed

as part of a three-dimensional spread of streamers;
obtaining particle motion data indicative of particle motion

at locations of the sensors;
estimating cross-line spectra of the pressure data based at

least in part on the pressure data; and
deghosting the particle motion data based at least in part on

the estimated cross-line spectra.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the act of obtaining the
particle motion data comprises:

estimating the particle motion data from the pressure data.
3. The method of claim 1, wherein the act of obtaining the

particle motion data comprises:

acquiring the particle motion data from particle motion
sensors that are part of the three-dimensional spread of
streamers.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the particle motion data
comprises vertical velocity data and lateral velocity data.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the particle motion data
comprises vertical velocity data and no lateral velocity data.
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6. The method of claim 1, wherein the three-dimensional
spread of streamers comprises a three-dimensional spread of
over/under pairs of streamers.

7. The method of claim 5, wherein the particle motion data
comprises vertical velocity data, the method further compris-
ing:

estimating the vertical velocity data at each over/underpair
using the pressure data acquired in the over/under pair.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the three-dimensional
spread of streamers contains a single over/under pair of
streamers.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein the particle motion data
comprises vertical velocity data, the method further compris-
ing:

estimating the vertical velocity data at the over/under pair
using the pressure data acquired in the over/under pair.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein the act of estimating
the cross-line spectra comprises estimating a cross-line wave-
number based at least in part on the pressure data.

11. The method of claim 1, wherein the act of estimating
the cross-line spectra comprises interpolating pressure at
cross-line positions based at least in part on the pressure data.

12. The method of claim 1, wherein the particle motion
data comprises vertical component velocity data, and the act
of deghosting comprises:

filtering pressure data based at least in part on the estimated
cross-line spectra of the pressure data; and

combining results of the filtering with the vertical compo-
nent velocity data.

13. The method of claim 1, further comprising using the
deghosted particle motion data to remove surface multiples.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein the particle motion
data is associated with multiple surveys conducted using the
three-dimensional spread of streamers, and the deghosted
particle motion data is associated with the multiple surveys.

15. The method of claim 14, wherein the deghosted particle
motion data comprises upgoing and downgoing particle
motion components for each of the surveys, and the act of
using the deghosted particle motion data to remove surface
multiples comprises combining the upgoing and downgoing
components to generate surface multiple data indicative of
the surface multiples.

16. The method of claim 15, further comprising:
processing the particle motion data and the surface mul-

tiple data to remove the surface multiples.

17. A system comprising:

an interface to receive pressure data acquired by seismic
sensors towed as part of a three-dimensional spread of
streamers and receive particle motion data indicative of
particle motion at locations of the sensors; and

a processor to:

estimate cross-line spectra of the pressure data based at
least in part on the pressure data, and

deghost the particle motion data based at least in part on
the estimated cross-line spectra.

18. The system of claim 17, further comprising:

a vessel to tow the streamers.

19. The system of claim 18, wherein the processor is
located in a streamer that contains at least one of the seismic
sensors.

20. The system of claim 17, wherein the seismic sensors are
located on streamers, and the processor is located on a vessel
that tows the streamers.
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21. The system of claim 17, wherein the particle motion
data comprises vertical velocity data and lateral velocity data.

22. The system of claim 17, wherein the particle motion
data comprises vertical velocity data and no lateral velocity
data.

23. The system of claim 17, wherein the three-dimensional
spread of streamers comprises a three-dimensional spread of
over/under pairs of streamers.

24. The system of claim 17, wherein the three-dimensional
spread of streamers contains a single over/under pair of
streamers.

25. The system of claim 17, wherein the processor is
adapted to use the deghosted particle motion data to remove
surface multiples.

26. The system of claim 25, wherein the particle motion
data is associated with multiple surveys conducted using the
three-dimensional spread of streamers, and the deghosted
particle motion data is associated with the multiple surveys.

27. An article comprising a computer accessible storage
medium to store instructions that when executed by a proces-
sor-based system cause the processor-based system to:

obtain pressure data and particle motion data acquired by
seismic sensors towed as part of a three-dimensional
spread of streamers;

obtain particle motion data indicative of particle motion at
locations of the sensors; and

deghost the particle motion data based at least in part on
estimated cross-line spectra of the pressure data.

28. The article of claim 27, the storage medium storing
instructions that when executed by the processor-based sys-
tem cause the processor-based system to estimate the particle
motion data from the pressure data.

29. The article of claim 27, the storage medium storing
instructions that when executed cause the processor-based
system to estimate a cross-line wavenumber based at least in
part on the pressure data.
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30. The article of claim 27, the storage medium storing

instructions that when executed cause the processor-based

system to interpolate pressure at cross-line positions based at

least in part on the pressure data.

31. The article of claim 27, wherein the particle motion
data comprises vertical component velocity data, and the

storage medium stores instructions that when executed cause

the processor-based system to:

filter the pressure data based at least in part on the estimated
cross-line spectra of the pressure data; and

combine results of the filtering with the vertical component

velocity data.

32. The article of claim 27, the storage medium storing

instructions that when executed cause the processor-based
system to use the deghosted particle motion data to remove

surface multiples.

33. The article of claim 32, wherein the particle motion

data is associated with multiple surveys conducted using the
three-dimensional spread of streamers, and the deghosted

particle motion data is associated with the multiple surveys.

34. The article of claim 33, wherein the deghosted particle
motion data comprises upgoing and downgoing particle

motion components for each of the surveys, the storage

medium storing instructions that when executed cause the
processor-based system to combine the upgoing and down-

going components to generate surface multiple data indica-

tive of the surface multiples.

35. The article of claim 34, the storage medium storing
instructions that when executed cause the processor-based

system to process the particle motion data and the surface

multiple data to remove the surface multiples.
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